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Abstract
We develop a theory of state formation shedding light on the rise of the first stable state institutions in Bronze Age Mesopotamia. Our analysis suggests that the mix of adverse production conditions and unforeseen innovations pushed groups favored by old technologies to establish the state by granting political and property rights to powerless individuals endowed with new and complementary skills. Through these reforms, the elite convinced the nonelite that a sufficient part of the returns on joint investments would be shared via public spending and, thus, to cooperate and accumulate a culture of cooperation.

Different from the main alternative theories, we stress that: (1) group formation is heavily shaped by unforeseen shocks to the returns on both risk-sharing and innovation; (2) complementarity in group-specific skills, and not violence, is key determinant of state formation; (3) military, merchant and, especially, religious ranks favored state formation and culture accumulation.
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‘The state comes into existence for the sake of life and continues to exist for the sake of good life’
– Aristotele, Politica, 1252b 28–1253a 29

1. Introduction
The central question of social sciences is how the state’s institutional capacity to provide public goods and incentivize risk-sharing and innovation arises. Despite the relevance of this issue (Acemoglu and Robinson, 2012; Boix, 2015; North et al., 2009), we still lack an organic and empirically sound theory of the determinants of the distribution of power among social groups and their incentives to share it for the purpose of economic cooperation. To help fill this gap, we build on a growing literature on the institutional roles of the elite’s inability to commit to direct transfers and the complementarity in group-specific skills (Benati et al., 2020; Boranbay and Guerriero, 2019), and we develop a theory of state formation shedding light on the rise of the first stable state institutions in Bronze Age Mesopotamia.

Our key tenet is that the mix of adverse production conditions and unforeseen innovations pushed groups favored by old technologies to establish the state by granting political and property rights to powerless individuals endowed with new and complementary skills. We identify a more inclusive political process with a stronger nonelite’s control over tax policies, whereas we define the nonelite’s private rights to land as the probability that a dispossessed plot is given back. This probability is higher...
the wider the range of available legal remedies is, the more efficient their public enforcement is and the easier alienability is (Benati et al., 2020; Guerriero, 2019). Through reforms toward stronger political and property rights, the elite convinced the nonelite that a sufficient part of the returns on joint investments would be shared via public spending and, thus, to cooperate and accumulate a culture of cooperation, i.e. an internalized reward from cooperating in economic activities (Benati et al., 2020; Boranbay and Guerriero, 2019). This cultural accumulation helped the nonelites credibly commit to cooperate despite their limited incentives to participate in investment due to the small expected public spending.

Our model implications are consonant with the economic and institutional evolution of Bronze Age Mesopotamia. First, the drought – i.e. cold and dry spans (Weiss, 2017: 94) – of the end of the urban revolution period (3800–3300 BCE) magnified consumption risk and the value of irrigation infrastructures. The consequent need of organizational skills favored the passage of decision-making power from the landholders to the religious leaders. Thanks to this new role, the temples gained, over the proto-states period (3300–3100 BCE), the control over public good provision. Moreover, they proposed norms of cooperation in exchange for guidance on how to share consumption risk. Second, the arid conditions of the onset of the city-states period (3100–2550 BCE) reduced the farming returns forcing the religious households to share their power with rising military ranks, who engaged a larger population share in farming by offering tenure-for-service contracts in exchange for the participation in stable armies. Conscripted workers enjoyed redistribution and risk-sharing activities. Third, the milder climate of the kingdoms period (2550–2350 BCE) relaxed the elites’ need to share their power. Fourth, an extended period of inclement climate, and the consequent rise of long-distance trade as an alternative to farming, pushed, over the empires period (2350–1750 BCE), the religious and palatial elites of the polities foreseeing the largest returns on long-distance trade to involve the merchants in policy making and produce trade-related public goods. Finally, over the entire period, adverse climate shocks were accompanied by reforms toward stronger farmers’ rights to land.

Our analysis is related to the three main strands of the vast literature on state formation. First, we share with North and Weingast (1989), Barzel and Kiser (1991), Fleck and Hanssen (2006) and Myerson (2008) the idea that elites enact more inclusive political institutions and a stronger protection of the nonelites’ property rights on inputs because unable to incentivize them by committing to direct transfers. As Boranbay and Guerriero (2019) and Benati et al. (2020), we stress that fiscal policies are key commitment devices in the elites’ hands. Second, we endorse Boix’s (2015) vision that unforeseen shocks are the main determinants of the initial distribution and the consequent evolution of decision-making power. Boix (2015), however, speculates that technological innovations matter only if they limit skill heterogeneity and, thus, convince either the producers to invest in defensive structures against looters or the looters to limit plunder in exchange for continuous flows of rents, whereas we show that the true engine of economic and institutional evolution is the complementarity in group-specific skills. To elaborate, shocks endowing the nonelites with skills complementary to those of the elites encourage the latter to share their power to foster inter-group cooperation in the face of adverse production conditions. Finally, we point to the limited role of violence. Well-known alternative theories of state formation suggest that either the elites expand the nonelites’ political rights if intimidated by possible unrest or that the most rudimental institutional limit to violence is the armed peace among elites employing religious, military and merchant ranks to organize the production of rents by the rest of the population (Acemoglu and Robinson, 2012; North et al., 2009). Our analysis implies, instead, that these ranks arose because of unforeseen innovations and, in the

---

1This definition is not only consonant with Alchian’s (1965) classic view that property rights are those of ‘individuals to the use of resources’ but also avoids the confusion between likelihood and value of usage inherent in the Barzel’s (1994) concept that they correspond to the expected stream of net utility. More generally, our approach subsumes the devalued role of legal rights (Hodgson, 2015) as well as the insights of the endogenous private rights literature (Guerriero, 2016).

2We label with: (1) ‘Lower’ (‘Upper’) Mesopotamia the regions of Southern (Northern) Iraq and Southwestern Iran (Northern Israel, Northeastern Syria and Southeastern Turkey); (2) proto(city)-states period the Late Uruk (Jemdet Nasr and Early Dynastic) era(s); (3) kingdoms (empires) period the Pre-Sargonic (Akkadian, Ur III and Old Babylonian) era(s).
aftermath of adverse shocks to the production conditions, gained political and property rights. This power encouraged them to exchange their – culture of – cooperation in investment for public good provision, eventually turning them into a part of the elites.

Our paper delivers three contributions. First, we develop a theory of state formation grounded in the elites’ time-inconsistency issues and the complementary in group-specific skills clarifying which shocks to the returns on both risk-sharing and innovation shape state formation. Second, we evaluate the implications of our framework by studying the rise of the first stable state institutions in human history. To elaborate, not only do we buttress the effort of a growing strand of historical and anthropological research to debunk the idea that early states were dominated by elites relying only on violence to co-opt workers and reduce conflicts (Blanton and Fargher, 2016; Frangipane, 2017; Richardson, 2011; Richardson and Garfinkle, 2020; Steinkeller and Hudson, 2015; Yoffee and Seri, 2019), but we also draw social scientists’ attention to a unique and understudied historical data set. Different from similar databases on medieval and modern societies, this sample displays large variation across time and space on economies sufficiently simple to credibly link geography to institutions and demarcated by narrow and stable boundaries (Benati et al., 2020). Finally, we emphasize the need to clarify the origins of specialized classes to avoid confusing rent-seeking with cooperation.

The paper proceeds as follows. In section 2, we review four historical facts consonant with the central implications of the theoretical framework, which we illustrate in section 3. Here, we also compare our ideas with those of the alternative theories of state formation. We conclude in section 4.

2. The origins of the state in Bronze Age Mesopotamia: stylized facts

The facts about Bronze Age Mesopotamia consistent with our theory are: [a] group formation is heavily shaped by unforeseen shocks to the returns on risk-sharing and innovation (see Table 1); [b] complementarity in group-specific skills is key determinant of state formation; [c] military, merchant and, especially, religious ranks favored reforms toward stronger nonelites’ rights and the spread of a culture of cooperation and [d] access to violence is not a crucial institutional engine.4

Urban revolution (3800–3300 BCE) – Characterized by limited political and cultic leadership, population density and long-distance trade (Liverani, 2014: 44), Mesopotamia gradually developed, over the fourth millennium BCE, the first forms of state institutions (Liverani, 2014: 43–45). To start with, the cooler and drier conditions of the second half of the fourth millennium BCE induced the collapse of the early urban sites in Upper Mesopotamia (McMahon, 2020: 21–24; Ristvet, 2017: 38) and the drying up of the marshy alluvium in Lower Mesopotamia (Riehl et al., 2014: 3; Weiss, 2017: 95–96). In the Alluvium, in particular, the combination of the smaller water supply and the mismatch between the rivers’ flows and the agricultural cycles magnified the returns on both artificial irrigation and the organizational skills necessary for their construction and maintenance (Altaeewel, 2019; Brooke, 2014: 203). These precious inputs were provided by religious figures who gained, thanks to their cultic leadership, an increasing power over both the exploitation of economic resources and political decision-making [a] (Liverani, 2014: 58; Steinkeller, 2019: 113).5

Proto-states period (3300–3100 BCE) – These innovations eased the establishment of the temple as the first institutionalized decision-maker [b]. Through the command of levee-slope irrigation (Wilkinson et al., 2015: 412–413), religious elites gained from the landholding groups increasingly larger estates that were assigned initially to hired workers and, later on, to tenured farmers in exchange

---

3 Two prominent contributions to this older line of research are Childe (1936) and Liverani (2006). The former claims that the elites blocked technological progress and, in turn, cultural evolution, whereas the latter envisions that the temples appropriated estates from former landholding groups, such as village communities, through coercive or ideological means.

4 More details on the evolution of the micro-mechanisms of decision-making are reported in Benati and Guerrero (2020), whereas more information on the single polities is illustrated in the Internet appendix accompanying Benati et al. (2020).

5 Although simpler forms of irrigation are observed from the fifth millennium BCE (Rost, 2017: 8; Wilkinson et al., 2015: 408), the droughts of the fourth millennium BCE pushed the institutionalized decision-makers to combine this experience and their skills in organizing mass labor to construct complex artificial systems (Hole, 1994: 138).
Table 1. Technology, cooperation and institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timeline (BCE)</th>
<th>Climatic shocks</th>
<th>Innovations</th>
<th>Institutional discontinuities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3800–3100: urban revolution and proto-states period</td>
<td>Increasingly cold and dry</td>
<td>Canals; animal-driven plow; writing; viticulture in the North</td>
<td>Organizational role of priests → Temple as institutionalized decision-maker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3100–2550: City-states period</td>
<td>Droughts</td>
<td>Copper weapons; fortifications; viticulture in the North</td>
<td>Tenure-for-service agreements and conscripted army → Palace as institutionalized decision-maker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2550–2350: kingdoms period</td>
<td>Optimum</td>
<td>Seeder plow; war-cart; tin-bronze weapons</td>
<td>Rising farming returns and warfare → Supremacy of palace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2350–1750: empires period</td>
<td>Droughts</td>
<td>Tin-bronze tools; viticulture in the South</td>
<td>Long-distance trade → Merchants as institutionalized decision-maker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The main innovations are given in bold.


City-states period (3100–2550 BCE) – The North-South divide was amplified by the 3200–2800 BCE droughts (Riehl et al., 2014: 2–3). The rain-fed zones reverted to the village-based organization, and agricultural returns fell in the Alluvium (Liverani, 2014: 89; Ristvet, 2017: 38–40). This last shock pushed the religious households to share, from 2850 BCE on, their political power with rising military leaders [a], who had left the temple to establish the palace (Staubwasser and Weiss, 2006: 379–380; Steinkeller, 2019: 122–123). These palatial ranks involved a large share of the population in the farming activities by offering land-tenure agreements in exchange for their participation in civil engineering projects and the military [c] (Cripps, 2007: 12–15, 19–20). Conscripted workers received unique benefits [d], i.e. foodstuffs, clothing, access to irrigation and draft animal power in times of peace and the booty after military victories (Richardson, 2011: 17–36; Steinkeller, 2018: 10–11). Meanwhile, in Upper Mesopotamia, the post-2700 BCE climatic improvements triggered urbanization, first, and the empowerment of both the extended royal family and religious and elders’ councils, later [a, b] (Ristvet, 2017: 40). Land tenure was organized as either owner-operated farming under de facto property rights or direct cultivation via hired laborers and sharecroppers (Widell et al, 2013: 63–64). Stronger political and property rights were accompanied by a larger provision of public buildings and conscripted armies [b] (Rey, 2016).

Kingdoms period (2550–2350 BCE) – Thanks to the increased farming returns assured by the milder climate and the expansion of inter-state warfare (Richardson, 2011: 18; Ristvet, 2017: 41), the palaces acquired executive supremacy, which they affirmed by bringing temple assets under palatial purview in the Southern polities and by embedding the elders’ councils and the religious life within the palace in Upper Mesopotamia [a, b] (Liverani, 2014: 99, 114, 122). In the Alluvium, moreover, tenured landholdings became heritable and eventually alienable [b] (Cripps, 2007: 70–77; Wilcke, 2007: 26–27, 67–70). This trend toward stronger farmers’ rights was seemingly aided by the spread of the domesticated grapevine into Upper Mesopotamia, first, and Lower Mesopotamia, later [a] (Miller, 2008; Powell, 1996). Because of the mix of its pivotal role in cultic and social rituals and the opacity of its production process, wine became a standard diplomatic gift exchanged among neighboring elites.
buildings and both conscripted and professional armies was accompanied by stronger tenants limited customs and the provision of trade-related public goods, i.e. secured trade routes and inter-temple ranks of Ashur, Emar, Sippar and Tuttul ruled together with merchant councils and supported Mesopotamia (Yoffee, 2005: 145). Droughts contributed to the collapse, around 2000 BCE, of the Ur III kingdom in Lower Mesopotamia (Ristvet, 2017: 49). This void was exploited by the semi-nomadic Amorites, which, for military service leaders and urban-based councils and to offer to the population tenured and safe land in exchange for military service (Barjamovic, 2018; Liverani, 2014: 175–181). To manage this fragmented landscape, the Amorite kings were forced to negotiate with both tribal leaders and urban-based councils and to offer to the population tenured and safe land in exchange for military service (Fleming, 2004; Liverani, 2014: 224; Ziegler, 2008: 50). More important, the falling farming returns (Weiss, 2017: 105–111, Fig. 3.3), together with the diffusion of metal tools in almost all households, determined a trade revolution that, from 2000 BCE, eased the formation of a new exchange landscape organized around two interlocking circuits (Barjamovic, 2018: 121–125): i.e. the Old Assyrian network carrying textiles and tin from Ashur to Kanesh and bringing back precious metals (Barjamovic, 2018: Figs. 5.1 and 5.2) and the Old Babylonian network mobilizing metals and textiles between Shush and Hazor (Liverani, 2014: Fig. 12.4).

In contrast to previous exchange circuits, which were organized by both institutional agents and merchant families, the second millennium long-distance trades were dominated by private traders who were able to accumulate an increasing political power (Barjamovic, 2018; Liverani, 2014: 163, 190, 212–218; Van De Mieroop, 2015: 89–92; Yoffee and Barjamovic, 2018). To illustrate, temples and palaces of the polities foreseeing the largest payoff from long-distance trade empowered the traders willing to incur the transportation risk by substituting their guilds for the former Ur III administrative sector (Barjamovic, 2018: 123–124; Postgate, 1992: 221). As a result, the palatial and temple ranks of Ashur, Emar, Sippar and Tuttul ruled together with merchant councils and supported limited customs and the provision of trade-related public goods, i.e. secured trade routes and inter-poliy exchange agreements (Barjamovic, 2018: 123–128; Palmisano, 2018: 22). This trade revolution was accompanied by stronger tenants’ rights, edicts remitting debts and renewed provision of public buildings and both conscripted and professional armies (Liverani, 2014: 187–188; Richardson, 2011: 21–32; Westbrook, 2003: 362–407). Only the accession to the Babylonian throne of Hammurabi, who unified the Alluvium in 1755 BCE, blocked these dynamics, empowering the ‘palace [at] the temple’ (Liverani, 2014: 242).

3. Theoretical framework
We rely on a growing literature on the institutional roles of the elites’ time-inconsistency issues and the complementary in group-specific skills to formally rationalize these four stylized facts.
3.1 A theory of technology, cooperation and institutions

Benati et al. (2020) consider the relationship between an elite – she – and a nonelite – he – trying to cooperate in either a farming or long-distance trade. The elite initially owns the untaxed output and the input – i.e. either the land or the control over the commercial routes, whereas the nonelite can employ the input to deliver a valuable product by incurring a costly investment and provided that the imperfectly observable geographic conditions are ‘favorable’, e.g. the land and the temperature are sufficiently suitable for cultivation or the trading risks are sufficiently small. The interaction between elite and nonelite should be envisioned between any two consecutive and unforeseen technological shocks, each endowing the nonelite with a new technology and leaving to the elite the initial control over both scarce resources and institutional design (Benati et al., 2020). The evolution of the political process implies that the identity of the elites may change across technological eras.

To incentivize investment, the elite cannot commit to direct transfers, but she can lean on two other instruments. First, she can grant the nonelite a more inclusive political process, which allows him to select both the tax rate and his preferred public good. Second, she can punish the nonelite for suspected shirking by evicting him and, thus, zeroing his future payoffs from public good consumption. This ‘stick’ is also costly for the elite, who needs to substitute the nonelite. When the expected investment return is small, the nonelite cooperates only under full property rights and the more inclusive political institution allowing him to fully tax the output and produce his preferred public good. As shown by Boranbay and Guerriero (2019), this process is eased by the nonelite’s accumulation of a culture of cooperation. Intuitively, a large implicit reward from cooperating credibly signals to the elite the nonelite’s commitment to cooperate even in activities delivering a small return and, thus, a tiny value of public spending. When, instead, the expected investment return is intermediate, the elite does not need to give up her preferred public good and accept full taxation to convince the nonelite to participate. Then, she keeps control over fiscal policies and the tax rate falls with the investment return. Yet, the nonelite’s property rights must be complete since his individual rationality constraint is more stringent than his incentive compatibility constraint and punishment can be avoided when it discourages participation. When, finally, the investment return is large, the elite can also weaken the nonelite’s property rights. Embracing the stick, however, is optimal only if production is sufficiently transparent, and, thus, punishment effectively disciplines a shirking nonelite.

Three are the implications of Benati et al.’s (2020) and Boranbay and Guerriero’s (2019) models key for understanding state formation (see Figure 1). First, the identity of each group should be logically seen as determined by unforeseen shocks granting to the nonelite skills complementary to those of the elite. Second, a limited expected investment return favors both reforms toward stronger political and property rights and the nonelite’s cultural accumulation, whereas the opacity of the production process is only related to private rights. Finally, the nonelite’s expected utility from public good consumption rises with the strength of his rights. The narrative evidence in section 2 matches these predictions.

On the one hand, organizational, military and production innovations endowed the nonelites with skills complementary to those of the elites. The latter were the landholders during the urban revolution.

---

6Formally, one could envision that, at the end of any such interaction, there is an unforeseen contingency assigning to a subgroup of the powerless population skills complementary to those of the elite and essential to successfully finalize a joint investment activity and none of the main model implications will change (Boranbay and Guerriero, 2019: 9).

7The private rights’ value for the nonelite is, then, the future public good consumption payoff assured by tenure security.

8Like the opacity of production, also the institutions designed to tackle it, and, notably, governmental hierarchy (Ahmed and Stasavage, 2020), would cover, in our model, a second-order role in state formation. Consistent with this view and contrary to the dichotomy between hierarchical and corporate societies hypothesized by much of the archeological and anthropological literature (Smith et al., 2018: 5–6), bureaucracy and centralized resource control appeared during the Late Neolithic, expanded during the proto-states to empires periods and shrank, without vanishing, with the subsequent rise of more inclusive political institutions (see Benati and Guerriero, 2020; Frangipane, 2018: 10–11; Yoffee and Barjamovic, 2018).

9Building on a panel of 44 major Mesopotamian polities spanning the 3050–1750 BCE period, Benati et al. (2020) report OLS estimates consistent with these predictions. These results stand even after controlling for environmental circumscription, which is the difference between the productivity of the polity core and that of the surrounding areas. Intuitively, a lower outside option should discourage exit and favor both taxation and less inclusive political institutions (Carneiro, 1970).
period, religious ranks during the proto- and city-states periods and the temples and palaces during the kingdoms and empires periods, whereas the role of the former was covered by the temples during the urban revolution period, military ranks during the city-states period and merchants during the empires period (Sallaberger, 2019). On the other hand, shocks reducing the returns on joint investments forced the elites to grant to the nonelites strong political and property rights to credibly favor the exchange between their – culture of – cooperation in investment and public good provision.

During the proto-states period, fierce droughts combined with the temple’s ability to organize irrigation infrastructures pushed the landholding groups to entrust religious ranks with the control over the arable land and a rising decision-making power. As a result, the landholders gained corvée and/or a share of produce otherwise unattainable, whereas tenured farmers enjoyed the unprecedented provision of public interest goods and risk-sharing activities, which, in turn, fostered their cultural accumulation. Turning to the city-states era, the worsening of the climatic conditions, together with the prospect of a novel form of tenure-for-service agreement assuring the access to the unique benefits of a conscripted army, persuaded the temple to share with the palace the power of organizing land exploitation and public good provision. Similarly, during the kingdoms era, the improved climatic conditions helped the palace gain an edge over the temple, whereas the spread of viticulture contributed to the expansion of the farmers’ rights to land in the communities most involved in this very opaque activity. Finally, at the beginning of the second millennium, the mix of prolonged droughts and the diffusion of metals convinced the religious and palatial ranks to empower the merchants. The former gained part of the returns on long-distance trades, whereas the latter acquired the power of managing port quays, gathering customs, and producing trade-related public goods.

At this point, it is instructive to compare the conclusions of our theoretical and anecdotal analyses with those of three main alternative theories of state formation (Acemoglu and Robinson, 2012; Boix, 2015; North et al., 2009), taken for granted the need for further interdisciplinary research on the micro-mechanisms underlying the interplay among violence, technology, group formation and institutional evolution.

3.2 Us and them: has violence a relevant institutional role?

Despite all three frameworks assign a central role to violence, its empirical impact in Bronze Age Mesopotamia was limited. Notably, the numbers of internal and external conflicts neither affect the baseline Benati et al.’s (2020) estimates nor display significant coefficients. This pattern is consonant with the absence of the mechanisms through which violence matters in the alternative theories.

3.2.1 Acemoglu and Robinson (2012)

Starting with the Acemoglu and Robinson’s (2012) mantra that democratization is intimately linked to the risk of nonelites’ unrest, not one internal conflict, over the two millennia considered in our analysis, ended up in a successful institutional revolution. To elaborate, the first noticeable uprisings go back to the Akkadian period, when Sargon’s successors had to face revolts of formerly independent Southern polities (Foster, 2016: 7–8, 12–14). These revolts were easily crushed, and the Akkadian empire endured (Yoffee and Seri, 2019: 189). A more substantial record of internal conflicts emerges.
with the collapse of the Ur III dynasty and the uneasy coexistence of the new Amorite monarchs with local powers (Richardson, 2012: 16–25; Yoffee and Seri, 2019: 190). Yet, virtually all 63 rebellions of the Old Babylonian period were crushed (Richardson, 2011: 26–33; Richardson, 2016; Yoffee and Seri, 2019: 190–191). Overall, civil conflicts weakened early states without shaping institutions.¹⁰

3.2.2 North et al. (2009)

North et al. (2009) foresee two main political transitions. First, a shift from a state of nature marked by chaotic interactions to a ‘natural state’ limiting violence via self-enforcing, incentive-compatible agreements among armed elites. The elites share the rents created by the exploitation of resources by non-elites subjugated through patronage relationships, which, in turn, are inherently fragile. Second, a shift from natural states to ‘open access’ social orders grounded in the centralization of violence in the hands of the military and the balance between political and economic competition. There are three key stylized facts about Bronze Age Mesopotamia inconsistent with this view.

First, the elites did not typically possess their own armies and,¹¹ even under the less inclusive political institutions characterizing the proto-states and kingdoms periods, the military power was centralized. Archeological remains, indeed, indicate that the extremely costly bronze weapons were available only to political leaders (Wischnewski, 2017). To illustrate, the palace households of both Ebla and Lagash authorized the production of metal weapons only within the palace and entrusted them to conscripted soldiers only during battles (Archi, 2010: 16–20; Schrakamp, 2010: 7–9). Finally, bronze weapons and carts were only found in those graves of the Royal Cemetery of Ur (2550–2450 BCE) associated with the royal elite (Hamblin, 2006: 49; Schrakamp, 2010: 8–9).

Second, the idea that main concern of the elites of the early natural states was to establish patronage relationships to control violence is misleading (Richardson, 2016: 50 n. 87; Wilcke, 2007: 117–120). Consistent with our theoretical framework instead, their biggest worry was to recruit nonelites and convince them to cooperate in joint investment activities (Richardson, 2012: 29). Royal deeds, indeed, often dealt with piety, civic works and public good provision and the first forms of legal rules regulated access to arable land by enacting increasingly stronger nonelite’s private rights (Richardson, 2016: 48–50). To elaborate, the religious households’ land was the first to be protected around 3000 BCE by de jure property rights, enforced through written land deeds (Wilcke, 2007: 20–69). With the rise of the service-for-tenure system, then, de facto property rights were granted to tenured farmers as well (Cripps, 2007: 12–15, 19–20). From the mid of the third millennium BCE, finally, these rights started to be protected in a de jure fashion and plots became transferable (Wilcke, 2007: 69–70, 80–86). These innovations supported the cooperation between the elites and nonelites providing workforce in exchange for a share of the product and public goods (see section 2).

Finally, the intensity of violence seems to be positively related to the inclusiveness of the political process. To illustrate, warfare was limited during the urban revolution and proto-states periods (McMahon, 2014: 176–177), and no evidence of organized external conflicts can be found in the written sources for the period 3100–2600 BCE (Richardson, 2011: 18; Richardson, 2016: 48). It is only after 2600 BCE that violence entered the elites’ agenda (Marchesi and Marchetti, 2011: 214–219; Richardson, 2016: 47–49).¹² Similar conclusions can be drawn from skeletal data, which imply that:

¹⁰This last piece of evidence, but not the fact that democratization prevailed especially because of the mix of adverse production conditions and unforeseen innovations, might be driven by an immediate consequence of the Acemoglu and Robinson’s (2012) framework: ‘democracy is less likely to consolidate when the elites are landowners’ (Acemoglu and Robinson, 2006). Under such a scenario, the elite is more heavily taxed under democracy and suffers more limited damages from coups.

¹¹The only exception was during the Early Dynastic and pre-Sargonic periods, when temples could conscript soldiers and high religious elites could act as military generals (Frayne, 2008: 38). More generally, the rulers could always mobilize and directly guide conscripted and professional soldiers linked to the temple households (Schrakamp, 2010: 7–10).

¹²Contrary to Boix’s (2015: 131–132, 253–254) claim, the rise of a ‘class of individuals with [a] comparative advantage in the use of violence’ is undoubtedly attested only after 2700 BCE. Examples of these skills are: (1) large amount of war prisoners created by the campaigns conducted by an unknown ruler between 2600 and 2500 BCE (Steinkeller, 2013); (2) mass
(a) warfare was mostly localized over the borders separating the core and the northern peripheries; (b) the main cause of most traumatic lesions was occasional intra-group violence and (c) violence shrank over the Bronze Age (Garfinkle, 2020: 233; Soltysiak, 2015: 5–6).

### 3.2.3 Boix (2015)

Finally, our analysis contradicts Boix’s (2015) idea that a more inclusive political process requires homogeneous group-specific skills and takes the form of either a state controlled by looters exchanging with producers rents for protection – i.e. ‘monarchy’ – or a state dominated by producers defending themselves from looters, i.e. ‘republic’. The passage from the former to the latter would be eased by the access to less expensive forms of warfare technologies (Boix, 2015: 254). The evidence discussed in section 3.2.1 already excludes the idea that inter-group conflicts were a crucial determinant of state formation, stressing, instead, that its key cause was the need to cooperate in profitable joint activities by groups with complementary skills. Next, we corroborate this conclusion by showing that neither ‘monarchies’ nor ‘republics’ existed in Bronze Age Mesopotamia.

First, none of the less inclusive states, which dominated the kingdoms period, looked like Boix’s monarchies since they were favored by military specialization, but they were never based on patronage relationships between the palatial ranks – i.e. the looters – and the religious households, i.e. the producers. On the contrary, the palace cooperated with the temple elites in the provision of valuable public goods and with the powerless population in joint farming and trade activities (Adams, 2009; Prentice, 2010; Richardson, 2011; Rost, 2017; Van De Mieroop, 2015).13

Second, the more inclusive political orders observed during the city-states and empires periods cannot be connected to any ‘democratizing’ military technology easing the ability of the productive groups to defend their assets from looters (Boix, 2015: 256). For instance, the more inclusive political orders embraced by Assur, Der, Emar, Eshnunna, Sippar and Tuttul during the empires period were solely aimed at sharing the returns on long-distance trades between merchant households and palatial and temple elites (Barjamovic, 2018: 128; Fleming, 2004: 211–216).

### 3.3. Confusing consequences with causes of institutions: religion, military and merchants

Consistent with our theoretical framework, our historical analysis suggests that religious, military and merchant ranks arose because of unforeseen technological shocks endowing them with skills complementary to those of the existing elites and, in the aftermath of adverse shocks to the production conditions, gained political and property rights. This power encouraged them to exchange their culture of cooperation in investment for public good provision, eventually turning them into a part of the elites. The alternative theories of state formation embrace different views.

Although Acemoglu and Robinson (2012) and Boix (2015) agree on the opposite roles of the church and the merchants, whereby only the latter facilitated reforms toward more inclusive political institutions and a market structure rewarding producers,14 they have different views of the military. Boix (2015) claims that military techniques advantaging the looters (producers) – i.e. horses (navy) – ease the formation of stable (unstable) monarchical (republican) regimes, whereas Acemoglu and Robinson (2012) consider the army as the keeper of the status quo. Similarly, North et al. (2009) maintain that the military specialists keep their strength ‘both to balance one another’s power and to overawe their respective clients’ (North et al., 2009: 20), whereas ‘nonmilitary elites either control or

---

13Crucially, over the kingdoms and empires periods, farmers and merchants also received from the palace gifts usually addressed to competing elites (Sallaberger, 2019) and were invited to important festivals (Sallaberger, 2018: 189).

14The precondition for this institutional discontinuity would be a violent rebellion and shocks easing the centralization of the use of violence by producers, respectively (Boix, 2015; Tylecote, 2016).
enjoy privileged access to a vital function like religion, production, community allocation of resources, justice, trade, or education’ (North et al., 2009: 19–20).

To show the inconsistency between these claims and the evidence on Bronze Age Mesopotamia, we stress that: (1) in the aftermath of adverse shocks to the production conditions, religious, military and merchant ranks have participated in institutional formation, first, as nonelites and thanks to the complementary between their skills and those of the elites and, then, as elites and thanks to their political power; and (2) larger military costs are not consistently related to more autocratic regimes.

3.3.1 The institutional role of the temple
During the urban revolution period, priestly figures, able to coordinate public good provision, formed the first ‘great organizations’ (Benati, 2018: 118–125; Frangipane, 2018: 13; Liverani, 2014: 53, 62–63). In the process of doing so, they supported state formation by spreading a culture of cooperation. On the one hand, they provided guidance on how to share consumption risk to the palatial ranks, first, and the merchants, later (see section 2). On the other hand, they curbed inter-polity conflicts by promoting cultic practices to common deities (Matthews and Richardson, 2018: 21). These activities helped lock the nonelites in the agreements previously reached with the temple. Even if subordinate to the city rulers, the temples continued to be very influential up to the end of the third millennium by providing military aids and/or performing gubernatorial functions during crises (Steinkeller, 2019: 126, 132–133). During the empires period, moreover, the religious elites outsourced economic activities to farmers and private entrepreneurs (Van De Mieroop, 2015: 84). This shift eased the integration of merchants into the economic and political arenas and induced the economic supremacy of the palatial ranks (Adams, 2009). During Hammurabi’s reign, finally, the palace took over many of the temples’ economic resources (Van De Mieroop, 2015: 83).

3.3.2 The institutional role of the military
The rise of military organizations during the city-states period did not freeze the status quo but induced a further division of the decision-making power whereby the palace jointly organized with the temple farming activities and public good provision (Benati, 2015; Benati and Lecompte, 2020; Prentice, 2010; Richardson, 2011; Rost, 2017). During the kingdoms period, then, new and costly technologies, such as the war-cart and tin-bronze weapons, together with the increased returns on farming, further empowered the military ranks (Boix, 2015: 132–133; Marchesi and Marchetti, 2011: 203, 213, 216; Richardson, 2011: 18; Wischniewski, 2017: 212–213). Contrary to Boix’s (2015) claim however, the palatial households did not crush the other decision-makers, as attested by their cooperation with the temples in the management of economic assets. A case in point is the series of reforms issued by Urukagina, king of Lagash (ca. 2330 BCE), who, at the same time, reduced the tax-raising power of temples but outsourced to them the control over farming activities in exchange for a steady flow of revenues (Sallaberger, 2018: 184). In a similar manner, in Lagash, even if the digging and maintenance of main watercourses was a royal prerogative, the religious households maintained the control over local irrigation (Rost, 2017: 10). During the empires period, finally, despite the rising costs of armory and incidence of warfare (Foster, 2016: 166–168; Lafont, 2009; Richardson, 2011: 34–39), palatial ranks favored the enfranchisement of both the merchants and the farmers of the annexed polities (Adams, 2009; Barjamovic, 2018: 128–129; Seri, 2005). Moreover, through the distribution of tenured lands, military conscription turned the soldiers into economic stakeholders with their own collective political power (Richardson, 2011: 20–48).

15 This shift was possibly eased by the introduction of the plow. Given its high maintenance costs, it was affordable only for the elites, who adopted it to obtain a larger surplus from extensive cereal farming (Halstead, 1995).
16 Four-wheel wagons appeared in Mesopotamia around 3500 BCE (Klimscha, 2017: 37), and they spread in the entire region, from 2750 BCE, thanks to the success of the light two-wheel carts (Klimscha, 2017: 37; Rey, 2016: 39).
17 The importance of the war-cart diminished between the Akkadian period and the mid-second millennium BCE (Abrahami, 2008: 12–13; Lafont, 2009: 16), when the introduction of the spoke wheel and the horse-driven light chariot triggered a major revolution, which determined the empowerment of the cavalry (Klimscha, 2017).
3.3.3 The institutional role of the merchants

Contrary to both Acemoglu and Robinson’s (2012) and Boix’s (2015) idea, the merchants did not simply acquire political power whenever long-distance trades became lucrative. Consistent with our view, this institutional discontinuity was only possible because of the combination of the falling returns on the prevailing farming activities and the unprecedented appeal of long-distance exchanges. To elaborate, during the fourth and third millennia, merchants merely converted, as private entrepreneurs and institutional agents, commodities into wealth without participating in decision-making (Foster, 2016: 180–181; Garfinkle, 2010; Wilcke, 2007: 33, 37; Winters, 2019). Similarly, in the Ur III period, merchants were organized into guilds, embedded into the provincial administration of the empire (Garfinkle, 2010: 192–193; Steinkeller, 2004: 97–103). The falling farming returns of the 2000 BCE, together with the unprecedented diffusion of metals, changed this trend (Barjamovic, 2018: 123; Garfinkle, 2010: 186–188; Greenfield, 2013). For the first time, long-distance trades were supported by the institutionalized decision-makers that set up partnerships with the merchant guilds (Adams, 2009; Barjamovic, 2018: 128; Yoffee and Barjamovic, 2018: 816–817) and substituted them for the Ur III administrators (Adams, 2009; Seri, 2005). More important, the merchants did not simply ease the protection of the status quo but championed the organization of a more open social order. Notably, the chamber of affairs – karum – of Sippar not only organized long-distance trade but also supervised, together with the Old Babylonian kings, tax collection, judicial activities, royal granaries, the provision of public buildings and public defense (Harris, 1975: 69–70).

4. Conclusions

We have developed a theory of endogenous state formation grounded in the elites’ inability to commit to direct transfers and the complementary in group-specific skills, and we have evaluated its implications studying the first recorded forms of stable state institutions observed in Bronze Age Mesopotamia. We close by highlighting three central policy implications of our theory.

First, stronger political and property rights elicit otherwise unattainable cooperation between elites and nonelites only if the skills of the two groups are sufficiently complementary and the return on joint investment is small. Contrary to Acemoglu and Robinson’s (2012) view and similar to North et al.’s (2009) conclusion, our framework, then, speaks against the unfettered transplantation of more inclusive political institutions and stronger nonelites’ property rights in developing countries. Therefore, cooperation must be elicited by favoring the participation of elites and nonelites to joint investment activities, rather than by limiting skills heterogeneity through human capital accumulation (Boix, 2015) or by assuring the rule of law for the elites and the centralized control over violence (North et al., 2009). Second, complementary skills might induce cooperation even without division of power and, possibly, strong protection of the nonelites’ property if joint investment activities are sufficiently profitable. These conclusions disagree with Acemoglu and Robinson’s (2012) caution that, even if developed, autocratic regimes must be inefficient, and they are consistent with recent empirical results on the insignificant long-run economic effect of a more inclusive political process (de Oliveira and Guerriero, 2018; Guerriero, 2020). To elaborate, these contributions show that more inclusive political institutions can favor an otherwise unfeasible inter-group cooperation in the short run, but might become irrelevant, if not detrimental, when social and/or technological innovations deprive investment of its role and if not accompanied by a forceful culture of cooperation (Boranbay and Guerriero, 2019). Finally, our analysis entails key policy ramifications for the evaluation of climate change. Although harsh droughts might ease shifts toward more open social orders, less severe ones foster autocratic regimes. These links between climate shocks and institutional evolution must be considered when designing environmental policies.
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